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ABSTRACT

In recent years� competitive domain�decomposed preconditioned iterative tech�
niques have been developed for nonsymmetric elliptic problems� In these tech�
niques� a large problem is divided into many smaller problems whose requirements
for coordination can be controlled to allow e�ective solution on parallel machines�
A central question is how to choose these small problems and how to arrange the
order of their solution� Di�erent speci�cations of decomposition and solution or�
der lead to a plethora of algorithms possessing complementary advantages and
disadvantages� In this report we compare several methods� including the additive
Schwarz algorithm� the classical multiplicative Schwarz algorithm� an acceler�
ated multiplicative Schwarz algorithm� the tile algorithm� the CGK algorithm�
the CSPD algorithm� and also the popular global ILU�family of preconditioners�
on some nonsymmetric or inde�nite elliptic model problems discretized by �nite
di�erence methods� The preconditioned problems are solved by the unrestarted
GMRES method� A version of the accelerated multiplicative Schwarz method is
a consistently good performer�

Keywords� domain decomposition� preconditioning� iterative methods� nonsym�
metric� inde�nite� elliptic problems�
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�� Introduction

The focus of this paper is domain decomposition methods for the solution
of large linear systems of nonsymmetric or inde�nite elliptic �nite di�er�
ence equations� In the past �ve years� there has been gratifying progress in
the development of domain decomposition algorithms for symmetric elliptic
problems� and a number of fast methods have been designed for which the
condition number of the iteration matrix is uniformly bounded or grows only
in proportion to a power of ���ln�H�h��� whereH is the diameter of a typical
subdomain and h is the diameter of a typical element into which the subdo�
mains are divided� Such algorithms are often called 	optimal
 or 	nearly op�
timal
 algorithms� respectively� though we note that these adjectives pertain
to the convergence rate only� and not to the overall computational complex�
ity� The nearly optimal algorithms may still retain terms that are superlinear
in ��H or in H�h� depending upon how the component problems are solved�
For nonsymmetric and inde�nite problems� the theory to date is far less sat�
isfactory� Yet� the solution of such problems is an important computational
kernel in implicit methods �for instance� Newton�like methods� used in the
solution of nonlinear partial di�erential equations such as arise in computa�
tional �uid dynamics� Such a kernel is often CPU�bound or memory�bound
or both on the fastest and largest computers available� Furthermore� it may
often be the only computationally intensive part of production �nite di�er�
ence codes whose e�cient parallelization is not straightforward� particularly
when the distribution of data throughout the computers memory hierarchy
cannot be dictated exclusively by linear algebra considerations� If the par�
allel solution of nonsymmetric and inde�nite problems were truly routine�
many applications now solved by various types of operator splitting could
be handled fully implicitly�

An e�cient iterative algorithm for elliptic equations requires a discretiza�
tion scheme� a basic iterative method� and a preconditioning strategy� There
is a signi�cant di�erence between symmetric and nonsymmetric problems�
the latter being considerably harder to deal with both theoretically and
algorithmically� The main reasons are the lack of a generally applicable dis�
cretization technique for the general nonsymmetric elliptic operator� the lack
of 	good
 algebraic iterative methods �such as CG for symmetric� positive
de�nite problems�� and the incompleteness of the mathematical theory for
the performance of the algebraic iterative methods that do exist� such as
GMRES ����� By a 	good
 method� we mean a method that is provably
convergent within memory requirements proportional to a small multiple of
the number of degrees of freedom in the system� independent of the oper�
ator� One must assume that the symmetric part is positive de�nite and
be able to a�ord amounts of memory roughly in proportion to the number
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of iterations� in order to obtain rapid convergence with GMRES� The task
of �nding a good preconditioner for nonsymmetric or inde�nite problems is
more important than for symmetric� positive de�nite problems� since� �rst�
the preconditioner can force the symmetric part of the preconditioned sys�
tem to be positive de�nite� and second� a better�conditioned system implies
both more rapid convergence and smaller memory requirements�

Domain decomposition methods are commonly classi�ed according to a
few orthogonal criteria� 	Overlapping
 and 	nonoverlapping
 methods are
di�erentiated by the decomposition into territories on which the elemen�
tal subproblems are de�ned� Overlapping methods generally permit simple
�Dirichlet� updating of the boundary data of the subregions at the expense
of extra arithmetic complexity per iteration from the redundantly de�ned
degrees of freedom� 	Additive
 �Jacobi�like� or 	multiplicative
 �Gauss�
Seidel�like� methods are di�erentiated by the interdependence of the sub�
regions within each iteration� For the same number of subregions� additive
methods are intrinsically more parallelizable� Classi�ed according to conver�
gence rate� there are 	optimal
 algorithms� for which the rate is independent
of the number of unknowns as well as the number of subregions� 	nearly op�
timal
 algorithms� for which the rate depends on the number of unknowns
and subregions through a power of their logarithm at worst� and 	nonop�
timal
 algorithms� Compared in this paper are optimal overlapping algo�
rithms� both additive and multiplicative� a nearly optimal nonoverlapping
algorithm� partly additive� partly multiplicative� and a nonoptimal nonover�
lapping multiplicative algorithm�

Most of the theory concerning the convergence rate of domain decom�
position methods is in the framework of the Galerkin �nite element method�
In some cases the Galerkin results transfer immediately to �nite di�erence
discretizations� though this is less true for nonsymmetric problems than for
symmetric� Whereas experimental papers for symmetric problems� such as
���� and ����� predominantly played the role of verifying theory� in this paper
we hope to stimulate it�

Algorithms based on preconditioned iterative solution of the normal
equations are beyond the scope of this paper� though they continue to un�
dergo development ��� �� ��� ����

The outline of this paper is as follows� In Section �� we describe �ve
domain decomposition methods� their convergence properties� and related
implementation issues� Some issues related to parallelism and parallel com�
plexity are discussed in Section �� Section � contains numerical results for
four di�erent test problems� followed by some brief conclusions in Section ��

An early version of this work has appeared in an abridged proceedings
form ���� This paper completes and supersedes the earlier version�
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�� Description of Algorithms

In this section� we brie�y describe all the algorithms under consideration� We
give only the formulation used in our experiments but note here that each is
representative of a class� For theoretical purposes most of these algorithms
are best formulated in terms of the subspace projections de�ned by the
elliptic bilinear forms� Since we use only �nite di�erence discretization�
matrix notation is more convenient� instead� The convergence rate of each
algorithm is given in terms of the spectral bounds of the iteration matrix�
These bounds may be related to the number of iterations required by each
algorithm to achieve a given accuracy�

���� An elliptic problem� a two�level discretization� and notation

Let � be a two�dimensional polygonal region with boundary ��� and let�
Lu � f in �
u � � on ��

�����

be a second�order linear elliptic operator with a homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition� The �nite di�erence approximation of Dirichlet prob�
lem ����� is denoted by

Bhuh � �Ah �Nh�uh � fh� �����

where Bh� Ah andNh are n�n matrices and h characterizes the mesh interval
of the grid� which will be referred to as the h�level or �ne grid� Here Ah

represents the discretization of the symmetric� positive de�nite part of the
operator L� and Nh represents the remainder� Let ��� �� denote the Euclidean
inner product with the corresponding norm k�k� We denote the energy norm
associated with the matrix Ah as

k � kA � �Ah�� ������

The total number of interior nodes of the h�level grid of � will be denoted
as n� Two �nite di�erence discretizations are employed alternately for the
�rst�order terms in ������ namely� the central and upwinding discretizations�
In practice� there are many other discretization techniques such as the ar�
ti�cial di�usion and streamline di�usion methods ���� and the methods in
���� Multiple discretizations can usefully be combined in the same iterative
process� see� e�g�� �����

Our methods require a coarse grid over � containing n� interior nodes�
or crosspoints� fck� k � �� � � � � n�g� we call this the H�level grid� Bh�� is an
n� � n� matrix representing the �nite di�erence discretization of L on the
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Fig� �� The overlapping f�
�

ig and nonoverlapping f�ig decompositions of �

H�level grid� Let �i� i � �� � � � � N � be nonoverlapping subregions of � with
diameters of order H � such that

S ��i � ��� The vertices of any �i not on ��
coincide with the h�level nodes� Let �ij be the intersection of the adjacent
pair of subdomains �i and �j excluding the end points� We refer to the set
of subdomains

f�i��ij � ck� j �� i � �� � � � � N� k � �� � � � � n�g

as a nonoverlapping decomposition� or substructuring� of �� see Figure ��
When the unknowns are ordered with respect to the substructuring of

the region� the sti�ness matrix Bh can be written in the block form as

Bh �

�
B� BII BIE BIC

BEI BEE BEC

BCI BCE BCC

�
CA � �����

where BII is a block diagonal matrix representing the discretization of the
independent subregion interior problems� BEE corresponds to the problems
on the edges �also called interfaces� excluding crosspoints� and BCC cor�
responds to the crosspoints� The block matrices with di�ering subscripts
contain the h�scale coupling of the original discretization between points in
the di�erent sets�

Following ���� ���� we can obtain an overlapping decomposition of ��
denoted by

f��

i� i � �� � � � � Ng�
�



For i �� �� we extend each �i to a larger region �
�

i which is cut o� at the
physical boundary of �� Let n

�

i be the total number of h�level interior nodes
in �

�

i� and let B
�

h�i denote the n
�

i � n
�

i sti�ness matrix corresponding to the

�nite di�erence discretization of L on the �ne grid in �
�

i� The size of the
matrix B

�

h�i depends not only on the size of the substructure �i but also on
the degree of overlap� We reserve the subscript 	�
 for the global coarse grid
and note that �

�

� � ��
Let R

�

i be an n
�

i � n matrix representing the algebraic restriction of an
n�vector on � to the n

�

i�vector on �
�

i� Thus� if vh is a vector corresponding
to the h�level interior nodes in �� then R

�

ivh is a vector corresponding to
the h�level interior nodes in �

�

i� The transpose �R
�

i�
t is an extension�by�zero

matrix� which extends a length ni vector to a length n vector by padding
with zero� R

�

��� R��� an n� � n matrix� is somewhat special� It is the �ne�
to�coarse grid restriction operator that is needed in any multigrid method�

���� GMRES for the preconditioned system

The GMRES method� introduced in ����� is mathematically equivalent to
the generalized conjugate residual �GCR� method ���� and can be used to
solve the linear system of algebraic equations�

Px � b� �����

where P is a nonsingular matrix� which may be nonsymmetric or inde�nite�
and b is a given vector in Rn� The method begins with an initial approximate
solution x� � Rn and an initial residual r� � b� Px�� At the mth iteration�
a correction vector zm is computed in the Krylov subspace

Km�r�� � spanfr�� Pr�� � � � � Pm��r�g

that minimizes the residual� minz�Km�r�� jjjb � P �x� � z�jjj for some appro�

priate norm jjj�jjj� The mth iterate is thus xm � x� � zm� According to
the theory of ����� the rate of convergence of the GMRES method can be
estimated by the ratio of the minimal eigenvalue of the symmetric part of
the operator to the norm of the operator� Those two quantities are de�ned
by

cP � inf
x���

�x� Px�

�x� x�
and CP � sup

x���

jjjPxjjj
jjjxjjj �

where ��� �� is an inner product on Rn that induces the norm jjj�jjj� Following
����� the rate of convergence can be characterized� not necessarily tightly� as
follows� If cP � �� which means that the symmetric part of the operator P
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is positive de�nite with respect to the inner product ��� ��� then the GMRES
method converges and at the mth iteration� the residual is bounded as

jjjrmjjj � �� � c�P
C�
P

�
m��

jjjr�jjj�

where rm � b�Pxm� The algorithm is parameter�free and quite robust� Its
main disadvantage is its linear�in�m memory requirement� To �t the avail�
able memory� one is sometimes forced to use the k�step restarted GMRES
method ����� However� in this case neither an optimal convergence property
nor even convergence is guaranteed� Methods generally less rapidly conver�
gent per matrix�vector�multiply than GMRES have recently been devised
���� ��� in order to overcome this limitation� In our applications� we restrict
ourselves to preconditioners su�ciently 	strong
 that the total number of
GMRES iterations is relatively small� and therefore no restarting is required�
In the present paper� the linear operator P corresponds to the left� or right�
preconditioned linear system� and b is the properly modi�ed right�hand side�
The simple L� inner product� together with its induced norm� is used in Rn�

���� Multiplicative Schwarz method �MSM�

The multiplicative Schwarz algorithm is a direct extension of the classical
Schwarz alternating algorithm� introduced in ���� by H� A� Schwarz in an ex�
istence proof for some elliptic boundary value problems in certain irregular
regions� This method has attracted much attention as a convenient com�
putational method for the solution of a large class of elliptic or parabolic
equations� The original Schwarz alternating method is a purely sequential
algorithm� To obtain parallelism� one needs a good subdomain coloring
strategy so that a set of independent subproblems can be introduced within
each sequential step and the total number of sequential steps can be min�
imized� A detailed description of the algorithm and its theoretical aspects
can be found in ��� ��� ����

The coloring is realized as follows� Associated with the decomposition
f��

jg� we de�ne an undirected graph in which nodes represent the extended
subregions and the edges intersections of the extended subregions� This
graph can be colored by using colors �� � � � � J � such that no connected nodes
have the same color� Obviously� colorings are not unique� Numerical exper�
iments support the expectation that the minimizing the number of colors
enhances convergence� An optimal �ve�color strategy �J � �� is shown for
the decomposition in Figure �� in which the total number of subregions �in�
cluding the coarse grid on the global region� is N � � � ���

This algorithm can be employed in the stationary� Richardson sense or
as a preconditioner for another algebraic iterative process� Along with the
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Fig� �� The coloring pattern of �	 �ne grid overlapped subregions and a coarse grid region�
Color 
�� is for the global coarse grid� The extended subregions of the other colors are
indicated by the dotted boundaries�

other algorithms to be described below� we shall normally employ it as a
preconditioner for GMRES� but because of its historical importance� and to
illustrate certain robustness advantages of acceleration� we also include the
Richardson version in our tests� In this paper� we shall use the abbreviation
MSM for the multiplicative Schwarz�preconditioned GMRES method� and
MSR for the simple Richardson process that corresponds to the classical
Schwarz alternating algorithm with an extra coarse grid solver�

Letting B
�

h�� � Bh�� and R
�

� � R�� we describe the MSR algorithm in
terms of a subspace correction process�
MSR algorithm� Let ukh be the current approximate solution� Then uk��h

is computed as follows� For j � �� �� � � � � J �
�i� Compute the residual in subregions with the jth color�

r
k� j

J��

h � fh � Bhu
k� j

J��

h �

�ii� Solve for the subspace correction in all �
�

is that share the jth color�

B
�

h�ie
k� j

J��

h � R
�

ir
k� j

J��

h �

�iii� Update the approximate solution in all �
�

is that share the jth color�

u
k� j��

J��

h � u
k� j

J��

h � �R
�

i�
te
k� j

J��

h �

At each iteration� every subproblem is solved once� For j �� �� appli�
cations of operators R

�

j and �R
�

j�
t do not involve any arithmetic operations�
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For j �� �� within each series of steps �i���iii�� the operations in subregions
sharing the same color can be done in parallel�

Let us de�ne the n� n matrices

M��
i � �R

�

i�
t�B

�

h�i�
��R

�

i and Pi � M��
i Bh� for i � �� � � � � N�

For j � �� �� � � � � J � if we denote Qj as the sum of all Pi
�

s and N��
j as the sum

of all M��
i

�

s that correspond to subregions of the jth color� then MSR can be
written in the following more compact form� For a given initial approximate
solution u�h� and k � �� �� � � ��

uk��h � ukh � �I � EJ����fh �Bhu
k
h� � EJ��u

k
h � f

�

h�

where the error propagation operator EJ�� is de�ned as

EJ�� � �I �QJ� � � ��I �Q��

and f
�

h � gJh is computed at a pre�iteration step by the following J � �
sequential steps�

g�h � N��
� fh

g�h � g�h �N��
� �fh � Bhg

�
h�

���

gJh � gJ��h �N��
J �fh � Bhg

J��
h ��

Next� we shall discuss an accelerated version of MSR� We begin with the
observation that if the matrix I �EJ�� is invertible� then the exact solution
of equation ����� also satis�es

�I �EJ���uh � f
�

h� �����

which is sometimes referred as the transformed� or preconditioned� system
corresponding to ������

We next observe that for a given vector vh � Rn� the matrix�vector
product �I �EJ���vh� denoted as vJh � can be computed in a manner similar
to that of f

�

h� namely�

v�h � Q�vh
v�h � v�h �Q��vh � v�h�

���

vJh � vJ��h � QJ�vh � vJ��h ��

�����

Now� the multiplicative Schwarz preconditioned GMRESmethod �MSM�
can be described as follows� Find the solution of equation ����� by solving
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the equation ����� with the GMRES method for a given initial guess and
inner product�

Even in the case that the matrix Bh is symmetric positive de�nite� the
iteration matrix I � EJ�� is not symmetric� An obvious symmetrization
exists� upon which a conjugate gradient method can be used as the acceler�
ation method� however� we shall not emphasize the case of a symmetric Bh

in this paper�
Inexact subdomain solves can easily be incorporated with either MSR

or MSM� For i �� �� let  B
�

h�i be an n
�

i�n
�

i matrix that is spectrally equivalent

to B
�

h�i� Then MSR or MSM with an inexact solver can be prescribed as
follows� Repeat the preceding derivation except for the replacement of �ii�
with

 B
�

h�ie
k� j

J��

h � R
�

ir
k� j

J��

h �

Many inexact variants of the methods can be formulated� For example�
for j �� �� let A

�

h�j denote the matrix corresponding to the central di�erence

discretization of the Poisson operator in the subregion �
�

j � Then step �ii�
can be carried out by

A
�

h�je
k� j

J��

h � R
�

jr
k� j

J��

h �

Note that a 	fast
 solver� such as one based on FFTs� can now be applied�
Using an inexact solver for the interior subproblems� or an exact solver

for approximate interior subproblems� can signi�cantly reduce the overall
computational complexity� This is� in fact� one of the major advantages of
domain decomposition methods� in that they allow the use of fast solvers
designed for special di�erential operators on regions of special shape� A
somewhat disappointing experimental observation is that inexact solutions
seem not to work well for the coarse grid solver� In fact� the existing theory
for MSM ����� as well as the theory for ASM ����� requires an exact solve on
the coarse grid�

In the piecewise linear �nite element case� the convergence of MSR has
been proved in ����� under certain assumptions� The rate of convergence is

kukh � uhkA �
�s

�� CMSR

�J � ���

�k

ku�h � uhkA�

where CMSR � � is a constant independent of h� H and J � The estimate
holds in both two� and three�dimensional spaces� The assumptions include�
��� the overlap is uniform and must be O�H�� ��� H must be su�ciently
small� and ��� the number of colors� J � must be independent of the size of
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the subregions H � The same estimate� with a di�erent constant� holds for
MSR with either exact or spectrally equivalent inexact solvers�

For the accelerated version MSM� under the same assumptions� we have
that there exist two constants CMSM � � and cMSM � �� independent of both
h and H � such that the transformed system is uniformly bounded�

k�I �EJ���xkA � CMSMkxkA� �x � Rn� �����

and the symmetric part of the transformed system is positive de�nite in the
inner product �Ah�� ���

�Ah�I � EJ���x� x� � cMSMkxk�A� �x � Rn� �����

��	� Additive Schwarz algorithm �ASM�

An additive variant of the Schwarz alternating method was originally pro�
posed in ���� ��� ��� for selfadjoint elliptic problems and extended to non�
selfadjoint elliptic cases in ��� ���� The idea is simply to give up the data
dependency between the subproblems de�ned on subregions with di�erent
colors� as in going from Gauss�Seidel to Jacobi� Instead of iterating with
������ one uses

v�h � Q�vh
v�h � v�h �Q�vh

���

vJh � vJ��h � QJvh�

�����

Of course� similar changes have to be made to the right�hand side vector�
Coloring does not play a role at all in ������ Because of the lack of data depen�
dency� the method is usually not to be recommended as a simple Richardson
process� but as a preconditioner for some algebraic iterative methods of CG
type� We denote by MASM the preconditioning part of ������ Following ����
and using the notation of the previous subsection� we can de�ne the inverse
of the matrix MASM� referred to as the additive Schwarz preconditioner� as

M��
ASM

� �R��
t�Bh���

��R� � �R
�

��
t�B

�

h���
��R

�

� � � � �
��R

�

N�
t�B

�

h�N ���R
�

N �
������

The key ingredients for the success of the ASM are the use of overlapping
subregions and the incorporation of a coarse grid solver� At each iteration�
all subproblems are solved once� It is obvious that all subproblems are
independent of each other and can therefore be solved in parallel�
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To obtain an optimal convergence rate� one does not have to solve these
subproblems exactly� As proposed in ����� the following preconditioner is
also optimal�

 M��
ASM

� �R��
t�Bh���

��R� � �R
�

��
t�  B

�

h���
��R

�

� � � � �
��R

�

N�
t�  B

�

h�N ���R
�

N �
������

The  B
�

h�i are those de�ned in the previous subsection� It has been shown
��� ��� that� in the piecewise linear �nite element case� both preconditioners
M��

ASM
and  M��

ASM
are optimal under the same �rst two assumptions made for

MSM in the sense that there exist two constants CASM � � and cASM � ��
which may be di�erent for exact and inexact subdomain solvers and are
independent of both h and H � such that the preconditioned linear system is
uniformly bounded�

kM��
ASM

BhxkA � CASMkxkA� �x � Rn ������

and the symmetric part of the preconditioned linear system is positive de��
nite in the inner product �Ah�� ��

�AhM
��
ASM

Bhx� x� � cASMkxk�A� �x � Rn� ������

In the case Bh � Ah� which means that the original elliptic operator
is symmetric positive de�nite� the left�preconditioned system is symmetric
positive de�nite in the �Ah�� �� inner product� thus one can use a CG method�
In the nonsymmetric case� the preconditioned system is nonsymmetric re�
gardless of inner product� Therefore� instead of the Ah�inner product� we
use the Euclidean inner product for the implementation presented in this
paper� By giving up the symmetry requirement of the preconditioned sys�
tem� we could also use ASM as a right�preconditioner� Neither of the pair
of estimates ������ and ������ has been proved in the L� norm� but in the
numerical experiments section� variability in ASM convergence rates mea�
sured �as is customary� with respect to L� residuals clearly diminishes as
mesh and subdomain parameters are both re�ned� leading us to conjecture
that analogous results hold�

The ASM discussed in this subsection can be used recursively for the
solving the subdomain problems� The result is the multilevel ASM� as de�
veloped in ��� ��� ����

��
� Coarse grid plus SPD preconditioning �CSPD�

The low�frequency modes of the error are the hardest to damp with nearly
any iterative method� Therefore� a direct solver is usually employed on the
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coarse grid� as in multigrid methods� In the case of nonsymmetric problems�
it is even more important to employ a direct coarse grid solver� Based on
this observation� it is proved in ���� that a good preconditioner for Bh can be
constructed by combining a properly weighted coarse�grid matrix� obtained
by discretizing the original nonsymmetric elliptic operator� and some local
symmetric positive de�nite matrices� obtained by discretizing the symmetric
positive de�nite part of the elliptic operator� Other methods making special
use of the coarse�grid matrix can also be found in ��� ����

For a symmetric� positive de�nite elliptic problem� many good precon�
ditioners are available� Supplemented by an additional coarse�mesh pre�
conditioner� they may become good� sometimes optimal� preconditioners for
nonsymmetric problems� as shown in ����� More precisely� let  Ah be a spec�
trally equivalent symmetric� positive de�nite preconditioner for Ah� which is
in turn the symmetric� positive de�nite part of Bh� Then the new precondi�
tioner can be written as

M��
CSPD

� ��R��
t�Bh���

��R� � �  Ah�
��� ������

where � � � is a balancing parameter� In this paper� the symmetric� positive
de�nite preconditioner �  Ah�

�� is taken as the symmetric� positive de�nite
additive Schwarz preconditioner� For i � �� � � � � N � we denote by A

�

h�i an

n
�

i � n
�

i matrix that corresponds to the discretization of the second�order
terms of L in �

�

i with homogeneous boundary conditions� Then� we have

�  Ah��� � �R��t�Ah�����R� � �R
�

��
t�A

�

h���
��R

�

� � � � �
��R

�

N �t�A
�

h�N ���R
�

N �
������

To obtain the optimal �� one needs to know� in some sense� how good the
preconditioner �  Ah�

�� is� In our numerical experiments� which use ������ in
������� the choice of � � ��� is acceptable� The issue of �nding the optimal
� in the general case is not fully understood� but seems not to be critical�

The coarse�grid�plus�SPD�preconditioner �CSPD� method was analyzed
in ����� Suppose that the minimal and maximal eigenvalues of the precondi�
tioned symmetric� positive de�nite part �  Ah�

��Ah are �� and ��� Then� if
the coarse�mesh size� H � is �ne enough� there exists a constant �� depend�
ing on �� and ��� such that M��

CSPD
is an optimal preconditioner for Bh in

the �Ah�� �� inner product� That is� there exist constants CCSPD � � and
cCSPD � � such that

kM��
CSPD

BhxkA � CCSPDkxkA� �x � Rn ������

and

�AhM
��
CSPD

Bhx� x� � cCSPDkxk�A� �x � Rn� ������

��



It is clear that if �  Ah�
�� is an optimal preconditioner for Ah� which means

that both �� and �� are independent of h and H � then with such an ��
also independent of �� and ��� the convergence rate of the preconditioned
nonsymmetric system is independent of h and H �

Although the analysis given in ���� holds only in the Ah inner product�
and it is not known whether results similar to ������ and ������ hold in
the Euclidean inner product� we again mention that all error and residual
measurements behind Table � and Figure � are in L��

���� Tile algorithms �GK��GK���

The tile algorithm� proposed in ����� is designed especially for two�dimensional
nonsymmetric problems and can be characterized as a nonoverlapping� mul�
tiplicative method� Numerical experiments indicate that the method con�
verges at a rate that deteriorates logarithmically in the �ne�mesh parameter�
with the coarse�mesh size �xed� This method has been tested for a large
class of linear and nonlinear problems on various parallel machines ����� Our
tables include results labeled GK�� and GK���

The GK�� preconditioner is

M��
GK

�

�
B� BII BIE BIC

TEE BEC

Bh��

�
CA
���B� I

I

WE WC

�
CA � ������

where the matrix TEE is the so�called tangential interface preconditioner�
a block diagonal matrix in which each block corresponds to the interface
between a pair of neighboring subdomains� The coe�cients of each block
can be obtained by the usual three�point discretization of the 	tangential
part
 of the underlying di�erential operator� that is� the set of terms that
remain when the operator is expressed in terms of local tangential and nor�
mal derivatives and all normal derivatives are then dropped� The matrices
WE and WC de�ne a so�called ramp�weighted averaging method used to
modify the right�hand side of the coarse mesh problem involving Bh��� WC

is diagonal with all positive elements� all elements of WE are nonnegative�
and their rows together sum to unity� A detailed description can be found
in �����

To perform the triangular solve� one needs three sequential steps� solu�
tion of a coarse mesh problem with a locally averaged right�hand side� solu�
tion of the interface problems with right�hand sides updated by the bound�
ary values provided by the coarse grid solution� and solution of the interior
problems with right�hand sides updated by the boundary values provided
by the coarse grid and interface solutions� Note that the second and third
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steps are composed of completely independent subtasks on each interface
and subdomain�

It is observed in ���� that some additional saving can be achieved if M��
GK

is used as a right�preconditioner� because then a simple calculation shows
that

BhM
��
GK

�

�
B� I � �
	 	 	
	 	 	

�
CA
�
B� I

I

WE WC

�
CA �

where 	 denotes a nonzero block� The identity block row means that O�h���
of the unknowns in the Krylov vectors can go untouched �except for scaling�
throughout the entire solution process until the preconditioning is unwound
in the �nal step� after the interface and crosspoint values have converged�
Since B��II is needed to advance the solution on these separator sets� we
cannot escape solving subdomain problems� but substantial arithmetic work
is saved�

A more recent tile algorithm �GK��� incorporates an additional re�ne�
ment� The right�hand side of each interface problem is modi�ed prior to its
solution using TEE to include an approximation to the nontangential terms
of the PDE on the interface� These terms are formed from bivariate inter�
polation of the coarse�mesh solution� quadratic normal to the interface and
linear tangential to it� As is apparent from the tables to follow� the addi�
tional sequential stage can have a substantial impact on the convergence rate
of the tile algorithm without any additional subdomain solves per iteration�
The extra communication required� relative to GK��� is all of near�neighbor
type�

The GK�� preconditioner� written out in factored form� is

M��
GK

�

�
B� BII

I
I

�
CA
���B� I BIE BIC

I
I

�
CA
�
B� I

TEE
I

�
CA
��

�
B� I

I �BEC �NEC �
I

�
CA
�
B� I

I

Bh��

�
CA
���B� I

I

WE WC

�
CA �

The normal derivative corrections are in the NEC term� The three sequential
solves shown are optionally followed by a relaxation step for the crosspoints
on the �ne�grid�
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���� Substructuring algorithm �CGK�

The CGK algorithm� developed in ���� was motivated by the tile algorithm of
���� and also the iterative substructuring algorithm of ���� Its major di�er�
ences relative to the tile algorithms are that it needs an extra set of interior
solves and that the interface and interior solves are made independent of
the coarse�grid problem� The �rst allows a proof of near�optimal conver�
gence rate� and the second o�ers more �exible parallelization� When solving
a highly nonsymmetric problem� one must use a coarse grid that is often
too large to be handled by a single processor or solved redundantly in each
processor� The independence of the coarse�grid problems from the others
makes it possible to solve the coarse�grid problem on a collection of MIMD
processors� while other processors perform interface and interior problems in
parallel�

The major di�erence between CGK and the BPS�I algorithm ��� for SPD
systems is that the coarse�grid solve depends sequentially on the interface
and interior solves in BPS�I� The price for the extra parallelism in CGK is
that the convergence bound su�ers an extra factor of ��� ln�H�h��� as seen
below�

The nearly optimal� nonoverlapping� partly additive� partly multiplica�
tive CGK method can be expressed as

M��
CGK

� �R��
tB��h��R��

�
B� B��II �B��II BIEK

��
EEBEIB

��
II �B��II BIEK

��
EE �

�K��
EEBEIB

��
II K��

EE �
� � �

�
CA �

������

where KEE is a block diagonal matrix� and each block corresponds to an
interface� In our current implementation� every block in KEE has the form
of the square root of the negative one�dimensional Laplacian along the in�
terface� with size equal to the number of interior interface nodes� There are
other possibilities for KEE �see� e�g�� ����� which better adapt the precondi�
tioner to nonsymmetric and variable coe�cient problems�

To form the action of M��
CGK

uh� one needs to solve a coarse�grid problem
and� at the same time� solve sequentially three sets of subproblems� a �rst set
of independent interior problems� a set of independent interface problems�
and another set of interior problems�

This algorithm is analyzed in ��� for a piecewise linear �nite element
discretization in R�� The convergence rate degenerates logarithmically with
the grid size� More precisely speaking� there exists a small positive constant
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Table �
The sequential stages of the algorithms as well as BPSI�

MSR MSM ASM CSPD GK CGK BPS�I�

J � � J � � � � � � �

H�� such that if

H�� � ln�H�h��� � H�

holds� then one has

kM��
CGK

BhxkA � CCGKkxkA� �x � Rn ������

and

�AhM
��
CGK

Bhx� x� � cCGK��� � ln�H�h���kxk�A� �x � Rn� ������

where CCGK and cCGK are positive constants independent of H and h but
possibly dependent on H�� It was also proved that if the matrix Bh is
symmetric positive de�nite� then the estimates are independent of H�� in
other words� the coarse grid does not need to be 	su�ciently small
 in this
case�

�� Parallelism and Complexity Analysis

In this section� we discuss some the issues of parallelism and parallel arith�
metic complexity of the algorithms described in the preceding section�

A natural measure of the parallelism of an algorithm is the number of
sequential stages it contains� Normally� parallelization can be accomplished
only within each stage and not between the stages� which act as synchro�
nization points� The counts of sequential stages for the six preconditioner
algorithms introduced in the preceding section� as well as for the BPS�I�
algorithm of ���� are summarized in the Table ��

For convenience in providing a simpli�ed parallel complexity analysis�
focusing only on computer architecture�independent factors� we begin with
the assumption that each subdomain is undivided in the mapping onto pro�
cessors� Furthermore� we assume that all interior problems� de�ned on any
unextended substructures� are of relatively the same size and require tI unit
time �or number of arithmetic operations� to solve� Of course� tI depends
not only on how many unknowns each subregion has but also on the method

��



used to solve the interior problem� Similarly� we denote by t
�

I the time re�
quired for the interior problems on extended subregions� tC for the crosspoint
problem� tE for each interface problem�

Let �ovlp denote the overlapping factor� which is de�ned as the ratio of
the number of protruding h�level grid points in �

�

i relative to the number
of h�level grid points on a side of �i� If we assume that the complexity of
the subdomain solve is proportional to leading order to the �th power of the
number of gridpoints� then� approximately�

t
�

I � �� � ��ovlp�
�d � tI �

Here� d �� � or �� is the dimension of the problem� and a uniform overlap
is assumed in all directions� We are able to recommend a small �ovlp in
practice� corresponding to just one or two �ne mesh cells� but we include
examples below that use ��! overlap� implying that every point not on a
separator belongs to at least two di�erent interiors�

The interface arithmetic complexity tE can usually be ignored compared
with tI or tC � at least for two�dimensional problems� The times tI and tC
depend heavily on what kind of solver being used� For example� if each inte�
rior di�erential operator is approximated by a constant times the Laplacian�
a uniform grid is used on the square subregion� and the matrix is suitably
preprocessed� then the work of the FFT�based fast Poisson solver is approx�
imately

tI � O��n�N� log��n�N���

where the term n�N corresponds approximately the number of h�level grid
points in �i� Sometimes a multiple of the Laplacian is not good enough to
approximate the interior matrix� and then the original matrix may be used�
In this case� a more expensive banded direct solver is used and

tI � O��n�N������d���

Other� more e�cient solvers for the interior problems have been developed�
For example� a few cycles of multigrid or a few Gauss�Seidel iterations per�
form well for some test problems� as in ��� or �����

The crosspoint matrix is usually obtained by discretizing the original
di�erential equation� Using an approximate operator in this case usually
results in large iteration counts for our nonsymmetric problems� for reasons
that are not yet explained theoretically� A banded direct solver for the
crosspoint system needs approximately

tC � O�N �����d���
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For i �� �� the actions of the restriction and extension operators Ri� R
�

i�
�Ri�

t� and �R
�

i� on vectors do not involve any arithmetic operations� This
is not the case for the coarse�grid problem� If one uses the piecewise linear
interpolation� based on the coarse�mesh triangulation shown for 	Color �
 in
Figure �� then the cost of applying R� and �R��

t is approximately �n� Other
restriction and extension operators� such as those usually used in multigrid
methods� may also be applied� We denote by t� the number of arithmetic
operations for applying the coarse grid interpolation operator�

In the tile algorithms a ramp�weighted averaging method is used to
calculate the right�hand�side of the coarse�mesh problem at each GMRES
iteration� This method uses the �ne�mesh values only on the interfaces�
Approximately t��GK � �N

p
n�N �ops are needed� In GK�� an compara�

ble additional number of �ops are needed to adjust the right�hand sides of
the interfacial systems with the non�tangential corrections� Neither form of
the tile algorithm requires an O�n� interpolation from the crosspoint to the
subdomain interior degrees of freedom� or back again�

The complexity of the GMRES method was analyzed in ����� Since we
consider only the �ve�point �nite di�erence discretization� the action of the
sti�ness matrix on a given vector requires approximately �n �ops� In the
sequential case� I steps of GMRES require I�I���n�I��n� multiplications�
For simplicity� we identify the number of �ops with the number of multipli�
cations� The parallel arithmetic complexity of GMRES� with p processors�
is then approximately

CGMRES�I� p� � I�I � ��

�
n

p
� log��p�

�
� I

n

p
� I

�n

p
�

where the term I�I����np �log��p�� is from the dot products and DAXPYs
of the Gram�Schmidt process� the term n

p I from the forming of the new

approximate solution after I steps are complete� and �n
p I from the matrix�

vector multiply�
The parallel arithmetic complexity is estimated in Table � for p equal

to the number of subproblems and in Table � for p less than the number of
subproblems�

It is also important to consider the parallel communication complex�
ity� though its impact is architecture dependent� Whether the sequential
stages of Table � are enforced by barriers or by the arrival of data� they
contribute a term proportional to the message latency of the multiprocessor�
The global inner products and matrix�vector products of GMRES also add
latency terms� In addition� an amount of data proportional to

p
n�N and

the discrete width of the overlap must be communicated in both directions
over each boundary at least once in each preconditioner application� Finally�
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Table �
The parallel complexity of the algorithms with the number of processors p equal to the
number of subproblems

Method Number of iterations Total �ops
I � p � number of subproblems

MSR O��� I
�
Jt

�

I � tC � t�
p

	
� �np

MSM O��� CGMRES�I� p� � I
�
Jt

�

I � tC � t�
p

	
ASM O��� CGMRES�I� p� � I

�
maxft

�

I � tCg�
t�
p

	
CSPD O��� same as ASM

GK CGMRES�I� p� � I
�
tI � tC � tE �

t
��GK

p

	
CGK O�� � ln�H�h��� CGMRES�I� p� � I

�
maxf	tI � tE � tCg�

t�
p

	

Table �
The parallel complexity of the algorithms with the number of processors p less than the
number of subproblems

Method Total �ops
p � number of subproblems

MSR I

�
J

�N�J� t
�

I

p
� tC � t�

p

�

MSM CGMRES�I� p� � I

�
J

�N�J� t
�

I

p � tC � t�
p

�

ASM CGMRES�I� p� � I

�
maxfNt

�

I

p � tCg�
t�
p

�
CSPD same as ASM

GK CGMRES�I� p� � I
�
NtI
p � tC � �NtE

p �
t
��GK

p

	
CGK CGMRES�I� p� � I

�
maxf	NtI

p
� �NtE

p
� tCg�

t�
p

	

the global coarse grid problem constitutes �either in its setting up or in its
solution� a communication bottleneck� For an extended discussion of the
parallel communication complexity of domain decomposition algorithms for
two�dimensional problems� see �����

	� Numerical Experiments

In this section� we present some numerical results obtained by applying the
aforementioned algorithms to�

Lu � f in �
u � � on ���

�����

��



where di�erent elliptic operators L will be speci�ed and � � ��� ��� ��� ���
In all cases� the exact solution u � exy sin�	x� sin�	y�� and f can thus be
set accordingly�

The unit square is subdivided into two�level uniform meshes� with h
and H representing the �ne� and coarse�mesh sizes� The elliptic operator is
then discretized by the usual �ve�point central or upwind di�erence methods
over both meshes� The full GMRES method� without restarting� is used
for all of the left�preconditioned linear systems �except for MSR� in the
usual Euclidean norm with zero initial guess� The stopping criterion is the
reduction of the initial �preconditioned� residual by �ve orders of magnitude
in the L� norm� namely

�rk� rk�
��� � �����r�� r��

����

where rk � M���fh�Bhu
k
h�� for k � �� andM�� is one of the preconditioners

discussed previously�
We remark that this stopping criterion is preconditioner dependent� Let

ek � u� ukh be the true error� The preconditioned residual rk � M��Bhek
re�ects the true error only if the preconditioner is so strong that both

k�M��Bh�
��kL� and kM��BhkL�

are close to order one� From the �nite element theory associated with most
of the methods� this is true asymptotically in H and h if the L� norm is
replaced by the energy norm k � kA� To see whether this is so in the range
of mesh� subdomain� and problem parameters in our experiments� we take
advantage of the exact solution to complement the residual�based iteration
count data of Tables � through �� with plots of the true error as a function
of iteration index in Figures � through �� We point out some cases in which
monitoring the residual does not give a complete picture of the relative
quality of di�erent methods� Unfortunately� this is probably often the case
for results reported in the literature for nonsymmetric elliptic problems�
however� in many situations authors have no other practical recourse than
to base convergence on �preconditioned� residual�

Incomplete LU �ILU� decomposition ���� results are shown for zero� one�
and two levels of �ll �����

Double precision is used throughout� Only machine�independent infor�
mation� namely� the iteration count and true error as a function of iteration�
is presented� Throughout this section� we use 	ovlp
 to denote the size of
overlap� That is to say� the distance between the boundaries of an extended
subregion and the original subregion is equal to 	ovlp
 except near corners�
where it can be up to a factor of

p
� greater�
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Fig� �� The L� norm true error reduction of the Poisson equation with h � ����� and
H � ���� 
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dashdot�� CGK� 
dashdot x�� GK���

	��� The Poisson equation

Our �rst test problem is the Poisson equation

Lu � �
 u�

Although this is a symmetric problem� we still use GMRES as the outer
iterative method� For symmetric positive de�nite problems� the iteration
matrices of ASM and CGK are symmetric positive de�nite� therefore� with
a suitable inner product� CG is more e�cient� The iteration matrices of
MSM� MSR� and the tile algorithm are nonsymmetric� CSPD is not designed
for such a test problem and therefore is not tested� The iteration counts are
given in Table �� �Entries that would have required overlap greater than ��!
are left blank�� Among all algorithms with small overlap� the MSM takes
the least number of iterations� Since MSR does not depend on an outer
algebraic iterative method such as GMRES� it requires the least amount of
computer memory�

Within each group of columns sharing a common H � the iteration counts
are constant along diagonals of the table for the overlapping methods �MSR�
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Table �
Iteration counts for solving the Poisson equation� The overlapping factors for MSR are
given as the subscript of iteration numbers� The corresponding overlapping factors for
MSM and ASM are the same as that for MSR and are therefore omitted� The number�
such as �h�� which appears next to the name of each method indicates the size of overlap�

h�� � 
	 �� �	 
	 �� �	 �� �	
Methods H � ��� H � �� H � ����

MSR�h� �� �
�
� ��� �

��
� ��� �

��
� ���

�
� �� �

�
� ��� �

��
� ���

�
� �� �

�
�

MSR�	h� �� �
�
� �� �

�
� ��� �

��
� ���

�
� �� �

�
� �� �

�
� ���

�
� �� �

�
�

MSR��h� �� �
�
� �� �

�
� ���

�
� �� �

�
� �� �

�
� �� �

�
�

MSR�h� �� �
�
� ���

�
� �� �

�
�

MSM�h� � � � � � � 
 

MSM�	h� � � � � � � 
 

MSM��h� � � � � � 

MSM�h� � � �

ASM�h� �� �
 �� �� �� �� � 
ASM�	h� �� �� �
 �� �� ��  
ASM��h� �� �� �� �� �� 
ASM�h� �� �� ��

GK�� �� �� 	 � �� 
	 � ��
CGK �	 �
 �
 �	 �� �� �� ��

MSM and ASM�� The ratio ovlp
H is the same for each case along a diagonal�

as tabulated in parentheses� This suggests that the iteration count depends
only on the ratio ovlp

H � but not on the actual mesh sizes h or H � This
observation has recently been proved in �����

The true error reduction curves corresponding to some entries of the
H � ���� h � ��� column of Table � are given in Figure �� The multiplicative
Schwarz preconditioned GMRES with su�ciently large overlap takes the
least number of iterations to reduce the initial error to the discretization
error� We also note that the curve for the nonoverlapping method CGK is
very close to the curve for ASM with the minimum amount of overlap�

	��� A nonsymmetric problem

Our second test problem is a nonsymmetric� constant coe�cient problem
corresponding to a uniform convection skewed at ��� to the coordinate axes�

Lu � �
 u� 
ux � 
uy�

We specify di�erent values for the constant convection strength 
 � � in
Table �� The �rst�order terms of the elliptic operator are discretized by two
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Fig� �� The L� norm true error reduction of the central di�erenced nonsymmetric problem
with parameters � � ��� h � ����� and H � ���� 
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schemes� namely� the central di�erence method for 
 of O�h��� or less and
the upwind�di�erence method for larger 
�

When using the central di�erence method� for a �xed �ne mesh size
h�� � ���� we observe that as 
 is increased beyond a certain size �near
���� all methods� except MSM with su�cient overlap� show a sharp upturn
in the iteration count� The MSR loses convergence if 
 is larger than this
transitional 
 for essentially all overlapping sizes� All other GMRES�based
methods continue to converge but at a slower rate� especially the nonover�
lapping methods� The nonoverlapping methods with uncorrected interfaces
have di�culty handling large convection terms� however� GK�� improves in
this limit and even surpasses ASM when H�� � �� Even when GK�� trails
ASM in iteration count based on a �xed preconditioned residual reduction�
its true error versus iteration count curve lies mostly below that of ASM�
Distinct from all other methods� MSM converges in a small number of steps
that� in cases of generous overlap� is almost independent of the strength
of convection� The error reduction curves that correspond to the column
h � ���� 
 � �� in the upper half of Table � are given in Figure ��

The general complexion changes when we switch to the upwind�di�erence
method� The iteration counts for the overlapping methods remain nearly
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Fig� �� The L� norm true error reduction of the upwind�di�erenced nonsymmetric prob�
lem with parameters � � ���� h � ����� and H � ���� 
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constant even for large 
� With modest overlap " just two �ne�mesh widths
in the test problem " the iteration counts are independent of 
 for MSR�
MSM� and ASM� For the nonoverlapping methods� the iteration counts con�
tinue to grow signi�cantly as 
 increases� again with the exception of GK���
which again surpasses ASM�

From these results� a strong connection is evident between the stability
of the discretization scheme and the convergence rate of the domain de�
composition methods� The current Galerkin �nite element�based domain
decomposition theory for nonsymmetric problems predicts very well the be�
havior of algorithms with central di�erence discretizations� for example� a
�ner coarse mesh leads to more rapid convergence� However� with upwind�
di�erencing� re�ning the coarse mesh may not always reduce the number of
iterations�

For this set of problem parameters� MSM is the most robust method
and behaves well in all cases� The unaccelerated multiplicative Schwarz
algorithm �MSR� is too sensitive to the stability of the discretization�

The nonoverlapping methods without interface correction do not behave
well if the constant 
 is large with either discretization scheme� From com�
paring GK�� and GK��� we believe that this result is mostly caused by the

��



interface preconditioner� Experimentation with di�erent �ow directions in
���� showed that a skew orientation of the �ow with respect to the interface
was worse for the tangential preconditioner than either normal or tangential
�ow orientation� Meanwhile� the interface preconditioner employed in CGK
makes no adaptation whatever to the presence or alignment of the convection
terms�

The error reduction curves that correspond to the column H � ����

 � ��� in the lower half of Table � are given in Figure �� For the MSM
cases� it takes only �ve iterations to reach the discretization error and for
the MSR cases� the true errors reach the discretization error at about the
eighth iteration and have almost no further reductions after this point while
the L� norm of preconditioned residual is still decreasing� All other methods
need more iterations to reach the discretization error� Of course� the use of
�rst�order upwinding in the overall system matrix " not just in the precon�
ditioner " limits the terminal accuracy of the scheme �note the compressed
vertical axis in Figure � relative to Figure ���

The ILU results �applied to the global domain� H � �� are complemen�
tary to the rest� For this particular constant�coe�cient test problem� they
do not work well for problems that yield easily to domain�decomposed meth�
ods� but work very well on the other end� This is because ILU is sensitive to
the signs and magnitudes of the coe�cients of the nonsymmetric terms� as
well as to the discretization parameter h� Some analysis was given in �����
The central di�erence ILU results begin to deteriorate once the cell Peclet
number� 
 � h� exceeds � �which lies beyond the range of the upper part of
Table ��� ILU results for a variable�coe�cient test problem are included in
Table � below�

	��� The Helmholtz equation

Our third test problem is a Helmholtz equation with constant coe�cients

Lu � �
 u� �u�

It is self�adjoint� but inde�nite� The eigenvalues of the continuous equation
are �i� � j��	� � �� where i and j are positive integers� We choose � so as
to avoid putting any eigenvalue in a small neighborhood of zero� but there
may be several eigenvalues of both signs�

For slightly inde�nite �small �� problems� it is shown that in Table �
that all methods are similar to the case when � � �� However� as � increases
with the grid held �xed� the iteration counts grow rapidly� A �ner coarse
mesh �more coarse�mesh points per wavelength� is needed to counteract high
wavenumber�
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Table �
Iteration count for solving the nonsymmetric model equation� The �ne mesh size is uni�
formly ��h � ���� �h� denotes the overlap size� � � ��� for CSPD� H � � for the ILU
results�

Methods H � ��� H � ���

Central�di�erence Method

� � � � �� �� ��� ��� � � �� �� ��� ���
MSRh� �� �� �� � � � �� �� �� �� � �

MSR�h� �� �� � �� � � � � � �� � �

MSR�h� � � � �� � � 	 	 	 �� �� �

MSR�h� 	 � � �� � � � � � � �� ��

MSMh� � � � �� �� � � � � � �� ��
MSM�h� 	 	 	 � � � � � � � � ��
MSM�h� � � 	 � � � � � � � � �
MSM�h� � � � 	 	 	 � � � � � �

ASMh� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 ��
ASM�h� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
ASM�h� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

ASM�h� �� �� �� �	 �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 ��

GK�� �� �� �	 �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
GK�� �� �� �� �	 �� �� �� �	 �� �� �� ��

CGK �� �� �	 �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 �	 ��
CSPD �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 �� ��

ILU�� 	� �� �� �� �� ��
ILU�� �� �� �� �� �� ��
ILU�� �� �	 �� �� �� ��

Upwind�di�erence Method

� � �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ���

MSRh� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
MSR�h� �� �� �� �	 �	 �	 �� �� �	 �� �	 ��
MSR�h� �� �� �� �� �� �� � �� �� �� �� ��

MSR�h� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � � � � �

MSMh� � � � � � � � � � �� �� ��
MSM�h� � � � � � � � � � � � �
MSM�h� � � 	 	 	 	 � � 	 	 	 	

MSM�h� � � � � � � � � � � � 	

ASMh� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
ASM�h� �� �� �	 �	 �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

ASM�h� �� �	 �	 �	 �	 �	 �� �� �	 �� �� ��
ASM�h� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 �	

GK�� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

GK�� �� �� �� �� �� � �� �� �� �	 �� ��
CGK �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 �� �� �� �� 	�

ILU�� �� 	� �� �� �	 	
ILU�� �� �	 �� �� � �
ILU�� �� �� �� �� � �

��



Table 	
Iteration count for solving the Helmholtz equation� The �ne mesh size is uniformly ��h �
���� �h� denotes the overlap size�

� � � 
� �� ��� ��� 
�� � 
� �� ��� ��� 
��
Methods H � �� H � ����
MSR�h� �� �� 	� � � � � � � � 	� �
MSR�	h� � � �� � � � � � � � �� �

MSR��h� � � �� � � � � � � � �	 �

MSM�h� � � � � �
 
� 
 � � � � 
MSM�	h� � � �  �	 
� 
 
 � � � �
MSM��h� � � �  �
 � ��� 
 
 � � � �

ASM�h� �� �	 �� �� 	
 �	  � � �� �� ��
ASM�	h� �� �� �� � 	
 ��   � �� �� ��
ASM��h� �� �� �
 �� 		 �  � �� �� �	 ��

CGK �� �
 � 	� 
� � �� �� �	 �� �� 	

CSPD � �
 �� �� 
	 ��  �� �� �
 	� 



With a su�ciently �ne coarse mesh� the MSM is seen to be the most
rapidly converging among all methods� However� theoretical speci�cation of
a su�ciently �ne coarse mesh size is not �in general� easy� and our current
method is simply to try a few di�erentH s� The 	su�ciently �ne
 hypothesis
is seen to be extremely important for MSM in the two entries with � � ���
with an overlap of �h� withH � ���more than ��� iterations are required for
convergence� while � su�ce with H � ����� Curiously� increasing overlap
seems to degrade convergence in the strongly inde�nite case� whereas it
always improves the convergence of de�nite operators� For instance� when
H � ��� and � � ���� overlaps of h� �h� �h �not listed in Table ��� and
�h lead to iteration counts of ��� ��� ��� and � ���� respectively� Loss
of orthogonality likely plays a contributing role in the upturn� The error
reduction curves that corresponds to the column H � ����� � � �� in Table
� are given in Figure ��

	�	� A variable�coe�cient� nonsymmetric inde�nite problem

Our last test problem has variable �oscillatory� coe�cients and is nonsym�
metric and inde�nite�

Lu � ���� � �
� sin���	x�ux�x � ��� � �

� sin���	x� sin���	y�uy�y
��� sin���	x� cos���	y�ux � �� cos���	x� sin���	y�uy � ��u�

The coe�cients of the second�order terms oscillate but do not vary in sign�
The coe�cients of the �rst�order terms physically represent a ten�by�ten
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Fig� 	� The L� norm true error reduction of the central di�erenced Helmholtz equation
with parameters � � ��� h � ����� and H � ���	� 
solid x�� MSRovlp�h�� 
solid
��� MSRovlp��h�� 
solid ��� MSMovlp�h�� 
solid o�� MSMovlp��h�� 
dotted x��
ASMovlp�h�� 
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dotted ��� CSPD� � ����� 
dotted o��
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array of closed convection cells� with no convective transport between cells�
However� the subdomain boundaries do not in general align with the convec�
tion cell boundaries� so this zero�convective��ux property is not exploited�
The operator L is discretized by the �ve�point central di�erence method� A
�xed overlapping factor of ��! in both x and y directions is employed in all
overlapping methods�

This problem is di�cult for all of the methods� but the iteration count
for MSM is smaller than that of others by almost a factor of �� or more� MSR
diverges in all cases� For a �xed coarse�mesh size H � some methods tend to
require fewer iterations when the �ne mesh is re�ned� others require more�
We believe that this behavior is related to the oscillatory coe�cients in the
second�order terms of L� The discretization becomes more stable when h

gets smaller relative to the coe�cient oscillation wavelength�
The nonoverlapping method CGK� which includes an interface precon�

ditioner based solely on the di�usive terms of L� behaves reasonably well�
probably because the magnitude of the convection is not large and averages
to zero over the domain�

The error reduction curves that correspond to the last column of Table
�� except the curve for MSR� are given in Figure �� The nonoverlapping

��



Table �
Iteration counts for solving the variable�coe�cient� nonsymmetric inde�nite problem�

H � ��� H � �� H � ����
h � ��
	 ���� ���	 ��
	 ���� ���	 ���� ���	
MSR � � � � � � � �

MSM �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
ASM 

 
� 
� 	� 	� 	� �� �
CSPD 
� 
� 
� 

 
� 	� 	� ��
GK�� 
� �� �� �	 �� �� 	� 

GK�� 	� 	
 
� 	� 
� �� 	� 
�
CGK 
 
� 
� 

 
� 

 		 	�

H��
ILU��� �� � 
�	
ILU��� 	 �� ��
ILU�	� 		 
� ��

methods GK��� GK��� and CGK appear poorer as a group than overlapping
methods from the residual reduction tabulations� However� the error curves
show that they achieve the same quality of solution in only a few extra
iterations�

For this variable�coe�cient problem� the global ILU preconditioners are
overwhelmingly outperformed at �ne mesh sizes by the domain decomposi�
tion preconditioners� Well beyond the iteration counts at which all of the
domain decomposed methods have achieved truncation error accuracy� the
ILU curves appear to plateau� but truncation error accuracy is ultimately
achieved by these methods�


� Concluding Remarks

We have implemented and tested several domain decomposition methods
recently proposed for nonsymmetric� inde�nite PDEs� In applications� a
number of parameters need to be selected for each algorithm� such as sub�
region geometry and granularity� extent of overlap� exactness of subproblem
solves� and balancing parameter� The volume of parameter space renders a
complete numerical comparison impractical and it is nontrivial to choose a
single criterion� such as the number of iterations to reach a given residual
reduction� by which to make universal comparisons� We have highlighted
some comparisons we consider interesting and some conjectures that may be
provable�

Domain�decomposed preconditioners cannot be ranked in any uniform
way� The performance of some of the algorithms depends strongly on the
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Fig� �� The L� norm true error reduction of the central di�erenced variable�coe�cient�
nonsymmetric inde�nite problem� h � ����� and H � ���	� 
solid x�� MSMovlp��h��

solid ��� ASMovlp��h�� 
solid ��� CSPD� � ����� 
solid o�� CGK� 
solid�� GK���
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discretization scheme� not only on the underlying di�erential operator� In
general� both the discretization and the outer iterative method must be
considered in conjunction with the preconditioning strategy� However� the
modest�overlap GMRES�accelerated multiplicative Schwarz method can be
recommended as a consistently good performer throughout the test suite�
We have only begun to extend the performance characterization to parallel
architectures� On parallel machines� the robustness of MSM comes with a
dual price� the parallel granularity is intrinsically less� for a given number
of subdomains� than additive or other methods� and subdomains must be
mapped to to processors in multiples of the number of colors in order to
obtain good utilization throughout each of the di�erently colored parallel
stages�
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